
How to make 3D threads using Pro/E Wildfire 4.0 

 
This tutorial will work with WF2.0 & even earlier versions & the first release of Creo.  
The UI is the same on all other than the UI changes in sketching.  I am unsure about 
Creo 2.0 but the concept should be identical. 

 
This example is for cutting the thread, as in removing the material.  This is actually very 
easy to do, once you know how of course.   

 You need your thread specs.  If you don’t have them, it’s time to dig out your 
Machinery’s Handbook, SAE, ANSI, etc…  

This is a 9/16-24 UNEF-2A thread.  Being a male thread, model your part as it would be 
before the threads are cut, the Major Diameter of .5613/.5541.  You might want to add 
the starter thread right away, using a chamfer dia X 45 deg according to spec or make it 
at least .015 below the Minor.  You can always add it after as a separate feature.   

 



 

 

 

  Once you have the model created, make your threads: insert, helical sweep, 
cut.  Create your sweep on the using the Major Dia., the face of the part, & the center as 
your reference.  Sometimes I start the sweep profile outside the model so that it cuts air 
to start. 

 

  This can be adjusted for clarity.    

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Click done & go to Pitch, in this case 24 TPI = 1/24, then you are on to the  
section.   Sketch your thread by first creating the FULL thread form, the complete "V" 
closed.  The length is .0416 (the pitch).  Add a temporary centerline.  Locate your full 
thread form on the pitch diameter by referencing the midpoint of that sketched thread to 
that centerline.  Locate the Minor Dia. at the same time using that centerline.  In this 
case the P.D. is .5342/.5302 & the minor is .5102 as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Once it is located on the P.D. delete references to that centerline & constrain the thread 
form it to the Major Dia. You will have better luck without referencing the 
centerline.   Now that it is accurately located, we need to truncate root of the thread on 
the Minor Dia.  Again, once you have accurately truncated that thread form, delete the 
centerline completely.  You now have accurately located your thread form.  

 

 

 



 

 

Click done to complete the sketch, then complete the process, picking the correct side 
to remove material.    If you have a failure, go back over everything, make sure your 
sketch is closed, make sure that you didn’t constrain it in a way that keeps the feature 
from working.    Here is the pic of an accurately created UNEF thread: 

 

Female threads work the same, just make the I.D. of the part on the Minor Diameter of 
the thread spec.   

For 3D printing, you can skip truncating the minor.   Because of the buildup of material I 
always seem to see, I move that thread form down by a significant amount by using the 
P.D.   If this is two 3D printed parts screwing together, you may have to adjust the major 



on the male & the minor on the female along with the P.D.s of both.  I’ve made this work 
very well many times but not always the first try.  

 

Here is a pipe thread, constraining the sweep to the tapered blank: 

 



Yes, it has a cheesy thread run-out done by adding a tail to the end of the sweep:

 

Yes, you can add them as protrusions, adding material but it can be a lot trickier.  Many 
times it’s the only way to get what you need.  You can also add roots & crests with radii.  
Again it’s tricky but it can be done:   



. 

The threads above had the root radii done in the section of the thread form.  The crests 
were added after as a round feature. 

 

 

For presentations, you might want the theads to line up on assembled parts.  People will 
always it point out if you don’t.  You can move the thread by changing the start of the 
profile or better yet, rotate the part in the assembly until they line up, crazy I know but it 
does look cool. 



 

 

Quite often I’ve heard it said don’t make real threads but I do them all the time.  Our 
assemblies have 15-20 parts so we can get away with it.  With large assemblies I would 
have to suppress the threads or forgo them entirely.   

Send any suggestions to improve this tutorial & I will be add them.   

Good luck. 
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